
Markov Blankets do not rule out the extended mind hypothesis

Hohwy (2016; 2017) recently claimed predictive processing entails a brain-bound conception of the

mind.  As  processes  of  prediction  error  minimization  amount  to  sub-personal  bayesian  inferences

(Hohwy 2013; 2018), predictive processing introduces an epistemic boundary separating the mind,

busy inferring worldly causes, from worldly causes themselves. Once Markov Blankets (Pearl 1988)

are leveraged to model  this  boundary,  cognitive activity gets “blanketed” by the states of primary

sensorimotor  cortices.  As  a  consequence,  cognition  appears  conditionally independent from  the

influence of environmental props and tool, denying the core insight of the extended mind hypothesis

(Clark & Chalmers 1998; Clark 2008; Clark 2016).

Here, I contest  this  conclusion,  arguing the formalism of Markov Blankets (MBs henceforth) is

insufficient to mount an argument against the extended mind hypothesis.

My attack starts  by observing MBs are  cheap.  For instance,  the state of a cell  is  conditionally

independent from all worldly states, given the states of its membrane: to (probabilistically) determine

the activity within a cell it is sufficient to know the influences the cell's membrane and the world are

exerting upon each other. Mutatis mutandis, the same holds for ensembles of cells (i.e. tissues), organs,

and  organisms  (Clark  2017;  Kirchhoff  &  Kiverstein  2019).  This  cheapness  has  an  important

consequence: as every system minimizing free-energy is surrounded by a MB (Friston 2013; Kirchhoff

et al. 2018), and since at least some agent-environment systems minimize free-energy (Bruineberg et

al. 2018), there are at least some extended MBs: MBs partially constituted by elements located outside

the brain/body of the agent they are centered around. Contracted MBs can also be found: just as the

activity of the CNS is “blanketed” by the states of the sensorimotor cortices, the activity of single

neural regions will be “blanketed”, roughly, by their input/output states (Anderson 2017). The upshot is

that leveraging the formalism of MBs does not identify a  single system-world boundary, but rather a

manifold of nested boundaries at various spatial scales. Hence an appeal to MBs alone cannot enforce a

brain-bound picture of the mind, as allegedly extended cognitive systems are surrounded by MBs too.

To reckon with this objection, Hohwy claims the MB “blanketing” the brain should be considered

the privileged boundary of the mind, as it is the only MB identifying a system both potent enough to

account for the panoply of mental phenomena and stable enough to perform free-energy/prediction

error minimization on average and in the long run (Hohwy 2016, p. 274). This claim, however, can be

countered  showing  error  minimization  in  the  long run (EMLR) is  a  particularly  poor criterion  to

identify the boundaries of a cognitive system. Or so I argue in the second step of my argument.
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To establish my claim, I compare EMLR with a competing criterion to demarcate the boundaries of

the mind, namely the Mutual Manipulability (MM) criterion (Kaplan 2012; Krickel 2019), showing

that, when applied, EMLR brings about undesirable and counterintuitive results other criteria easily

avoid.

Consider, as a nice example, a cognitive system S (a brain) and a peripheral component C of S (say,

a primary sensory or motor cortex). Suppose further that, at time t, C is damaged in a way such as it is

prevented from playing, on average and in the long run, an appropriate role in the error/free–energy

minimization processes S runs.

If, when evaluating such a case, one deploys EMLR as a way to determine which components of S

constitute a MB identifying a cognitive system, one reaches the paradoxical conclusion that C cannot

be part neither of the system's blanket, nor of the cognitive system,  not even before time t, as even

before t C is, ex hypothesis, already prevented by some future event from playing an appropriate role

on average in S's processes of error/free-energy minimization. This conclusion is paradoxical for two

reasons:  firstly,  it  rules  out  the  cognitive  status  of  C  even  before  t,  when  C  is,  ex  hypothesis,

functionally integrated with S and working properly within S's  functional  economy.  Secondly,  and

relatedly, it makes parthood a diacronic property, whereas parthood is a syncronic property (if one asks

you whether a given component is part of your computer, answering you buy one tomorrow entails tit

is not part of the computer now). In sharp contrast, MM easily avoids both problems and is therefore

immune from the paradoxical conclusions they bring about. Since the mutual manipulations by which

parthood  is  ascribed  are  defined  in  squarely syncronic  terms,  MM casts  parthood  as  a  syncronic

property. For this very reason, MM can also distinguish the cognitive status of C before and after t. If,

before  t, the activities of C and S are mutually manipulable, MM is able to ascribe C the cognitive

status it intuitively deserves.

This  brief  comparison,  I  submit,  highlights  why EMLR is  a  poor criterion  in  demarcating  the

boundaries of the mind and should to be rejected. Yet, if EMLR is rejected, the sole reason justifying

the special status Hohwy assigns to the MB constituted by the states of primary sensorimotor cortices

is discarded. Hence, the image of a manifold of equally important MBs nested at various spatial scales

re-asserts itself, and with it the unsuitability of MBs as a tool to vindicate the brain-bound nature of

cognition. (877 words)
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